Tammany Triumphs in N. Y. Vote; Democrats to Control House

Crisis And Corruption Expose Do Not Stem Big Landslide: S. P. Increases Votes But Fails To Make Big Progress; Communist Vote Low

TAMMANY Hall was not allotted dem- ocratic recognition in the city with the last local election, November 5. In the New York State Assembly, 30.48, and of State Assemblyman from the city of 23,011, while the vote of Commu- nist candidates was 25,075. The Tammany candidates won by a wide margin.

S. P. increased its votes but failed to make big progress. The vote of the Communists was 25,075.

New York City Council, November 5. The results of the New York City Council election on Tuesday, November 5, are as follows: The Democratic Party captured a majority of the seats on the council.

C. R. - Majority Group Coalition Won With Evasion And Refusal; Issued Partisan Committee

The C. R. - Majority Group Coalition, with the cooperation of the Labor Party and the Communist Party, captured a majority of the seats on the council.

A black reign, not only by the brutality of the employers but also by the brutality of the employers in the city,生长率 by the brutality of the employers in the city, has been maintained.
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HOW HILLMAN FIGHTS THE RACKETEERS
by Louis Nelson

NEW YORK CITY—Now Hillman
and Stecklenberg have found a way
to fight racketeering which is
winning their new fight with the
same methods and as much success
as in their old battles against
the crime syndicates.

This time they intend to win by
strikes. Several industries, call them
the steel works, the garment industry,
the leather industry, etc., are belong-
ing to the racketeers. And now the
same rise in prices, the same tax-
ations that they have been expe-
ting in the past years, and the
same demands for the workers
have caused the strikers to rise.

The Hillmans and Stecklenberg
have not left the country. They
are still in the docks and are
acting as if they were in the
same business that they were in
the past years.

They have not given up the
fight. They are still trying to
keep the prices down as well as
the job offerings.

The workers are not satisfied
nearly as much as they were in
the past years.

"A Hillman and his friends
began to organize. He is not
a stranger to the trade. He has
been a leader in the past years.

He is a man who knows
the industry. He has been in the
trade for many years."

But his methods are not the
same as those that he used in the
past years.
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About the Theory of "Cultural Compulsives"

Marxism and History of Science

by Will Herberg

The following paragraphs are in outline form, and the editor has attempted to fill in the gaps with his own understanding. The references are not cited, but are assumed to be available in the original text.

The study of cultural compulsives is essential to the understanding of the history of science. In particular, the analysis of the philosophical and religious developments of the past is crucial to this understanding. The study of cultural compulsives helps us to understand the ways in which the scientific ideas of the past were influenced by cultural and religious beliefs.

The economic and political conditions of a society also play a role in the development of science. The nature of the economy, the level of literacy, the presence of a well-developed bureaucracy, and the level of education are all factors that can influence the development of science.

The study of cultural compulsives is also important for understanding the role of science in society. The ways in which science is used to justify social inequalities and the ways in which it is used to challenge them are important considerations.

The study of cultural compulsives is also important for understanding the ways in which science is used to justify political systems. The ways in which science is used to support the status quo and the ways in which it is used to challenge it are important considerations.

The study of cultural compulsives is also important for understanding the ways in which science is used to justify economic systems. The ways in which science is used to support capitalism and the ways in which it is used to challenge it are important considerations.

The study of cultural compulsives is also important for understanding the ways in which science is used to justify social systems. The ways in which science is used to support social hierarchies and the ways in which it is used to challenge them are important considerations.

The study of cultural compulsives is also important for understanding the ways in which science is used to justify political systems. The ways in which science is used to support the status quo and the ways in which it is used to challenge it are important considerations.
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The study of cultural compulsives is also important for understanding the ways in which science is used to justify political systems. The ways in which science is used to support the status quo and the ways in which it is used to challenge it are important considerations.

The study of cultural compulsives is also important for understanding the ways in which science is used to justify economic systems. The ways in which science is used to support capitalism and the ways in which it is used to challenge it are important considerations.

The study of cultural compulsives is also important for understanding the ways in which science is used to justify social systems. The ways in which science is used to support social hierarchies and the ways in which it is used to challenge them are important considerations.

The study of cultural compulsives is also important for understanding the ways in which science is used to justify political systems. The ways in which science is used to support the status quo and the ways in which it is used to challenge it are important considerations.
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### Capitalist “Planning” and Socialist Planned Economy

by Jay Lovestone

#### Critique of Capitalist Planning

The page contains a critique of capitalist planning by Jay Lovestone. It discusses the nature of capitalist planning and contrasts it with socialist planned economy. The text delves into the issues of economic control, planning, and the role of capital in the economy. The critique argues for a socialist alternative that prioritizes social needs over profit-driven objectives.
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### New Workers School Forum

**EVEN EVERY SUNDAY**

25 East 27th Street, Madison Avenue

**SUNDAY, NOV. 15, 8 P.M.**

**BEN GITLOW**

Secretary, Communist Party (Majority Group)

**What Is Ahead for American Labor?**

**TUESDAY, NOV. 17, 8:30 P.M.**

**WILL HERBERG**

Managing Editor, Revolutionary Age

**Science at the Crossroads**

**Admission: 25 Cents**

**Series of Six:** $1.00
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### The WET PARADE by Ulysses Stoclaire

Published by the American Communist Party

This book presents the historical and social context of the WET parade, highlighting its significance in the struggle for workers' rights and against capitalist exploitation. It explores the parade's role in the broader movement for labor rights and the fight against capitalist exploitation.
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### The WET PARADE by Ulysses Stoclaire

Published by the American Communist Party

This book provides an in-depth analysis of the WET parade, examining its historical significance and its role in the labor movement. It discusses the parade's impact on workers' rights and the broader struggle against capitalist exploitation.
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### The WET PARADE by Ulysses Stoclaire

Published by the American Communist Party

This book offers a detailed examination of the WET parade, its historical context, and its role in the labor movement. It explores the parade's significance in the fight for workers' rights and against capitalist exploitation.
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### The WET PARADE by Ulysses Stoclaire

Published by the American Communist Party

This book presents a comprehensive analysis of the WET parade, its historical importance, and its role in the labor movement. It delves into the parade's significance in the struggle for workers' rights and against capitalist exploitation.
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This book provides an analysis of the WET parade, its historical relevance, and its impact on the labor movement. It examines the parade's role in the fight for workers' rights and against capitalist exploitation.
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